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this is our new information product, available on CD and DVD.n It is based on Vivid's most extensive technical
database. This is a unique online course for Adobe Illustrator. The English version will be presented on DVD at
the end of January. If you want to master Adobe illustrator, then this information is for you! Adobe Illustrora

courses have been around for a few years now and are growing very fast. The Adobe School has already released a
huge number of courses, but not all of their content is relevant to the user. Therefore, we decided to collect all the
materials in a single training course. We are well aware of how important it is to prepare a qualified specialist in

time who could competently conduct your term papers. Therefore, we studied the area of â€‹â€‹interest to us and,
based on the data obtained, prepared the course "Adobe Illusra-course". Thanks to this course, you can easily
understand the intricacies of Adobe, master the skills and techniques of working in Adobe Mix and Adobe

Photoshop. At the end of the course, a certificate (and a document of qualification) is issued, which is
confirmation that you have received the most necessary knowledge and skills in the field of Adobe within the

course "Adaobe courses". The Adjraeg Illustrag course includes the following topics: The history of Adobe and its
possibilities Document management and content management systems Creation of graphic materials Development
in Adobe. Working with text and tables Creation in Adjraeg. Working with styles Creation of advertising banners
and layouts A complete course on the Adobe Expae.r program and books on Adobe Illumera Expert To become a

student of the course "Adaope Illustror-course" and receive a diploma of qualification, you need: Fill out the
registration form on our website and indicate your data (full name, date of birth, profession, place of work, contact
phone number and e-mail). After sending the questionnaire, you will immediately receive our e-mail address, and
we will send your diploma. Our managers will contact you to clarify the details of your order, delivery, etc. You

can pay for the order in any way convenient for you. You can pay for your education using: Web-Money (or
Yandex Money) - select the payment method "electronic wallet replenishment". Through the terminal (ATM) -

payment in cash, indicating the full name, address, phone number and e-mail. Through the ban
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